Abstract -The increasing complexity of enterprise and distributed systems demands automated design, testing, deployment, and monitoring of applications. Testing, or staging, in particular poses unique challenges. In this paper, we present the Elba project and Mulini generator. The goal of Elba is creating automated staging and testing of complex enterprise systems before deployment to production. Automating the staging process lowers the cost of testing applications. Feedback from staging, especially when coupled with appropriate resource costs, can be used to ensure correct functionality and provisioning for the application. The Elba project extracts test parameters from production specifications (such as SLAs) and deployment specifications, and via the Mulini generator, creates staging plans for the application. We then demonstrate Mulini on an example application, TPC-W, and show how information from automated staging and monitoring allows us to refine application deployments easily based on performance and cost.
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Ranaging the growing compleCity of large distriNuted ap2 plication systems in enterprise data center environments is an increasingly important and increasingly eCpensive technical challenge. Shile design, staging, deployment, and in2 production activities such as application monitoring, evalua2 tion, and evolution are compleC tasKs in themselves, staging in particular engenders uniTue challenges first Necause of its role linKing development and deployment activities and second Necause of the need for staging to validate Noth functional and eCtra2functional properties of an application. This process is complicated Ny multiple iterations, each much shorter in dura2 tion than eCpected for the applicationUs in production runtime.
Currently, developers and administrators perform staging tasKs manually, or they use scripts to achieve limited !" $%& automation. In our previous worK on automating application deployment, we have demonstrated the advantages of using higher level aNstraction deployment languages such as *mart2 Frog (as compared to scripts) to specify application deploy2 ment process [1] . Se also have Nuilt software tools that auto2 mate the deployment process, starting from high level resource reTuirement specifications [2] . In this paper, we focus on the automation of performance testing for eCtra2functional valida2 tion (of an automatically generated configuration) during the staging process; this offers a way to detect and prevent serious proNlems that may arise Nefore new configurations are de2 ployed to their production environment. 3ur approach ties together these production tools into a staging toolKit, and their associated production policy documents are translated via a staging specification language and associated code generator.
*taging is a natural choice for data center environments where sufficient resources are availaNle for adeTuate evalua2 tion. It allows developers and administrators to tune new de2 ployment configuration and production parameters under simulated conditions Nefore the system goes \live]. Lowever, traditional staging is usually approached in a manual, compleC, and time consuming fashion. In fact, while the value of stag2 ing increases with application compleCity, the limitations in2 herent to manual approaches tend to decrease the possiNility of effectively staging that same compleC application.
Furthermore, increasing adoption of *ervice2Level Agree2 ments (*LAs) that define reTuirements and performance also complicates staging for enterprise2critical, compleC, and evolving applications; again, the limitations of the manual approach Necome a serious oNstacle. *LAs provide Tuantita2 tive metrics to gauge adherence to Nusiness agreements. For service providers, the staging process allows them to \deNug] any performance (or other *LA) proNlems '()%*( production and thereNy mitigate the risK of non2performance penalties or lost Nusiness. This paper descriNes the ElNa pro^ect, the goal of which is to provide a thorough, low2cost, and automated approach to staging that overcomes the limitations of manual approaches and recaptures the potential value of staging. 3ur main contri2 Nution is the Rulini staging code generator which uses formal, machine2readaNle information from *LAs, production de2 ployment specifications, and a test2plan specification to auto2 mate the staging phase of application development. Rulini2 generated code ties eCisting deployment tools together with new staging2specific information and instrumentation. Se summari_e the design and implementation of Rulini and in2 clude an early evaluation of Rulini generated staging code for staging a well2Known application, TPC2S [3] , which includes This worK was partially supported Ny O*F/CI*E II* and CO* divisions through grants IPR202423b7 and ITR2021bb02, PARPA IPT3 through grant FA87502052120253, and Lewlett2PacKard.
performance2oriented service level reTuirements. By varying the specifications, we are aNle to generate and compare several configurations and deployments of TPC2S of varying costs. Oote that TPC2S is used as an illustrative compleC distriNuted application for our automated staging tools and process, not necessarily as a performance measure of our hard2 ware/software stacK. For this reason, we will refer to TPC2S as an \application] rather than its usual role as a \NenchmarK.]
The rest of the paper is organi_ed as follows. *ection II de2 scriNes the challenges faced in the staging process. *ection III summari_es the ElNa pro^ect and our automated approach to application deployment and staging. *ection Ie descriNes the Rulini staging code generator. *ection e presents an evalua2 tion of Rulini code generation process and comparison of generated code from the application point of view. *ection eI outlines related worK and *ection eII concludes the paper.
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-(./0*(1(234 02 53!6026 *taging is the pre2production testing of application configu2 ration with three ma^or goals. First, it verifies functionality, 0,(,, the system does what it should. *econd, it verifies the satisfaction of performance and other Tuality of service speci2 fications, (,6,, whether the allocated hardware resources are adeTuate. Third, it should also uncover %7(*2provisioned con2 figurations. Large enterprise applications and services are of2 ten priced on a resource usage Nasis. This Tuestion involves some trade2off Netween scalaNility, unused resources, and cost of evolution (discussed Nriefly in *ection e). 3ther Nenefits of staging, Neyond the scope of this paper, include the unveiling of other application properties such as its failure modes, rates of failure, degree of administrative attention reTuired, and support for application development and testing in realistic configurations.
These goals lead to some Key reTuirements in the success2 ful staging of an application. First, to verify the correct func2 tionality of deployed software on hardware configuration, the staging environment must reflect the reality of the production environment. *econd, to verify performance achievements the worKload used in staging must match the service level agree2 ment (*LA) specifications. Third, to uncover potentially wasteful over2provisioning, staging must show the correlation Netween worKload increases and resource utili_ation level, so an appropriate configuration may Ne chosen for production use.
These reTuirements eCplain the high costs of a manual ap2 proach to staging. It is non2trivial to translate application and worKload specifications accurately into actual configurations (reTuirements 1 and 2). ConseTuently, it is eCpensive to eC2 plore a wide range of configurations and worKloads to under2 stand their correlation (reTuirement 3). Pue to cost limitations, manual staging usually simplifies the application and worK2 load and runs a small numNer of eCperiments. Qnfortunately, these simplifications also reduce the confidence and validity of staging results.
Large enterprise applications tend to Ne highly customi_ed \Nuilt2to2order] systems due to their sophistication and com2 pleCity. Shile the traditional manual approach may suffice for small2scale or slow2changing applications, Nuilt2to2order en2 terprise applications typically evolve constantly and carry high penalties for any failures or errors. ConseTuently, it is very important to achieve high confidence during staging, so the production deployment can avoid the many potential proN2 lems stemming from compleC interactions among the compo2 nents and resources. To Nypass the difficulties of manual stag2 ing, we advocate an automatic approach for creating and running the eCperiments to fulfill the aNove reTuirements.
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53!6026 53(94 In automating the staging process, we divide staging into three steps: design, deployment, and the actual test eCecution. Se present short descriptions of our previous worK on the first two steps, design, and deployment. The automation tools of the first two steps produce automatically generated and de2 ployaNle application configurations for the staging environ2 ment. The third step, eCecution, is to generate and run an ap2 propriate worKload on the deployed configuration and verify the functionality, performance, and appropriateness of the configuration.
In the first step, design, the entire process starts with a ma2 chine2readaNle specification of detailed application design and deployment. Concretely, this has Neen achieved Ny Cauldron [4] , an application design tool that generates system compo2 nent specifications and their relationships in the CIR/R3F format (Common Information Rodel, Ranaged 3N^ect For2 mat). Cauldron uses a constraint satisfaction approach to compute system designs and define a set of worKflow depend2 encies during the application deployment. Readers interested in the design specification step are referred to Cauldron [4] and other similar tools.
The second step in the automated staging process is the translation of the CIR/R3F specification into a concrete con2 figuration. Concretely, this is achieved Ny ACCT [2] (Auto2 mated ComposaNle Code Translator). In a multi2stage transla2 tion process, ACCT transforms the R3F specification through several intermediate representations Nased on gRL and then finally into various <ava classes and interfaces and *martFrog [5] , a configuration specification language. The *martFrog compiler accepts a specification to generate the <ava code for actually deploying the application configuration in the staging environment. Readers interested in the automated deployment step are referred to papers on ACCT [2] and the evaluation of *martFrog [1] as a deployment tool. 3nce translation to the various toolsU specifications is complete, the pieces are in place to eCecute the application in the staging environment.
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The third step of staging is the automation of staging eCe2 cution. Automated eCecution for staging reTuires three main components: (1) a description mapping the application to the staging environment, (2) the input to the application h the worKload definition, and (3) a set of application functionality and performance goals defined on the worKload.
The application description (first component) can Ne Nor2 rowed or computed from the input to the first and second steps in which the application has Neen formally defined. Lowever, environment dependent parameters may maKe re2mapping the eCecution parameters of an application from a deployment to staging environment a non2trivial tasK. For instance, reTuired location sensitive changes oNviously include location strings for application components found in the design documents. 3n the other hand, non2oNvious location dependencies also eCist within the application such as references to services the appli2 cation may reTuire to eCecute successfully, liKe an 3RB (3N2 ect ReTuest BroKer) naming service or QRIs.
For the staging worKload definition (the second component), it is advantageous to reuse the production worKload if avail2 aNle. The use of a similar worKload increases the confidence in staging results. Also, Ny mapping the deployment worKload into the staging environment automatically, the study of the correlation Netween worKload changes and resource utili_ation in different configurations is facilitated Necause the low2cost, repeataNle eCperiments encourage the testing of multiple sys2 tem parameters in fine2grain steps. The repeataNility offered Ny an automated system provides confidence in the Nehavior of the application to a presented worKload as the application evolves during development and testing.
The third component is specification and translation of ap2 plication functionality and performance goals into a set of performance policies for the application. This is a \manage2 ment tasK] and the main information source is the set of *er2 vice Level Agreements (*LAs). Typically, *LAs eCplicitly define performance goals such as \b5i of transactions of Type 1 will have response time under one second]. These goals, or *ervice Level 3N^ectives, can serve as sources for deriving the monitoring and instrumentation code used in the staging process to validate the configuration eCecuting the intended worKload. Beyond the customer2oriented *LAs, there may also Ne defined performance reTuirements that derive not from customer demand Nut from internal policies of the ser2 vice provider.
The automated translation processes of each single compo2 nent and of all three components are significant research chal2 lenges. In addition to the typical difficulties of translating Ne2 tween different levels of aNstraction, there is also the same Tuestion of generality applicaNle to all application2focused research pro^ects: how to generali_e our results and apply our techniTues to other applications. Shile we Nelieve our ap2 proach to Ne general, as shown Ny this pro^ect as well as pre2 vious successful eCperiences [6] [7] [8] [b] , we consider the worK reported in this paper as an early eCperiment in auto2 mated staging that already reveals as many interesting re2 search Tuestions as answers.
III.! ELBA
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=7(*!>> +99*%!&$ !2" -(./0*(1(234 As summari_ed in *ection II.B, we process three ma^or components when automating staging: the application, the worKload, and performance reTuirements. 3ne of the main research challenges is the integrated processing of these dif2 ferent specifications through the automated staging steps. 3ur approach (descriNed in *ection Ie) is to create and define an eCtensiNle specification language called TBL (the testNed lan2 guage) that captures the peculiarities of the components as well as the eventual target staging environment. The incre2 mental development of TBL and associated tools (enaNled Ny the Clearwater architecture [b] ) is the cornerstone of ElNa.
Research goals for the specification of applications and their eCecution environments include: automated re2mapping of deployment locations to staging locations; creation of con2 sistent staging results across different trials; eCtensiNility to many environments and applications. Research goals on the evaluation of application Tuality of service (ko*) include: 1.! Peveloping appropriate ko* specifications and metrics that capture *LAs as well as other specification methods. 2.! Instrumentation for monitoring desired metrics. This auto2 mates the staging result analysis. 3.! Ratching metrics with configuration resource consumption.
An *LA defines the customer2oNservaNle Nehavior ((,6,, response time of transactions) Nut not corresponding un2 derlying system resource usage ((,6,, CPQ usage of spe2 cific nodes). 4.! Raintaining a low run2time overhead ((,6,, translation and monitoring) during automated staging. 5.! 8enerating reports that summari_e staging results, auto2 matically identifying NottlenecKs as appropriate.
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These goals must Ne met in ElNaUs conteCt supporting the staging process with cyclical information and control flow, shown in Figure 1 . A cyclical view of staging allows feedNacK from eCecution to influence design decisions Nefore going to production. The figure shows how new and eCisting design tools can Ne incorporated in the staging process if their speci2 fication data can Ne transformed to support staging. *pecifi2 cally, we Nuild on Cauldron, which maps software to hard2 ware, and ACCTl* which maps deployment declarations into the space of deployment engines, and augment them with the staging specific tool Rulini.
First, for provisioning and application description, the Cauldron design tool provides a constraint2Nased solver that interprets CIR description scenarios to compute application deployment specifications [1] . This allows application devel2 opers to leverage the inherent parallelism of the distriNuted environment while maintaining correctness guarantees for startup. For eCample, the dataNase data files are deployed Ne2 fore the dataNase is started and the image files are deployed Nefore the application server is started. Future ElNa develop2 ment will eCtend Cauldron development to incorporate *LA information in the provisioning process. This move will allow CauldronUs formal constraint engines to verify the *LAs themselves and incorporate *LA constraints into the provi2 sioning process. These *LAs can then Ne converted into gRL2Nased performance policy documents for Rulini, as illustrated in Figure 1 .
The new component descriNed in this paper is the Rulini code generator for staging; it implements the second and third steps, worKload definition and specification translation, from information contained in TBL. It includes ACCTl*, an auto2 mated deployment generator tool that generates application configuration from the CIR/R3F specification generated Ny Cauldron. ACCTl* output is eCecuted Ny deployment tools such as *martFrog.
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=7(*70(A Rulini maps a high2level TBL description of the staging process to low2level tools and code that implement the staging process. TBL is an in2progress language, and its current incar2 nation is an gRL format, gTBL. Eventually, one or more human2friendly, non2gRL formats such as 8QI tools or script2liKe languages will Ne formulated, and suNseTuently gTBL will Ne created automatically from those representa2 tions.
The use of gRL as a syntaC vehicle for the code generator stems from our eCperiences Nuilding code generators around the Clearwater code generation approach [b] . If using tradi2 tional code generation techniTues that reTuire grammar speci2 fication and parser creation, a domain specific language might reTuire a great deal of maintenance with each language change. 3ur eCperience with Clearwater generators for proNlems in distriNuted information flow [8] and in automatic, constrained deployment of applications [2] has shown these generators to Ne very fleCiNle with respect to changing input languages and very eCtensiNle in their support of new features at the specifi2 cation level and at the implementation level.
Se descriNe the Clearwater approach to creating processors for domain2specific languages, neCt, and follow that discus2 sion with the Clearwater2Nased Rulini in particular.
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The Clearwater approach to code generation is to use an gRL2Nased input and intermediate representation and then perform code generation from g*LT templates. The use of gRL allows for fleCiNle and eCtensiNle input formats since defining a formal grammar may Ne deferred to later in the language development process. Puring the generation process, gRL documents are used as the intermediate representations of the domain language code and gRL is used to contain gen2 erated code fragments; they are stored in2memory as P3R (the Pocument 3N^ect Rodel) trees; the P3R interface is a S3C standard for worKing with gRL documents [10] . g*LT allows template driven generation of the target code; invoca2 tions of g*LT templates can Ne one of two ways: either as eCplicit calls to a specific g*LT templates or as a pattern match triggered Ny the input specification. *ince g*LT is compiled at runtime, eCtending such generators to new targets is easy h one simply adds a new g*LT template and inclusion reference. *uch eCtensions may taKe advantage of specific features in the target platform, or eCtend the generator to en2 tirely different target platforms.
Adding support for new features found in the domain level languages that serve as input is also straightforward. First, !"#$re () The goal of the ElNa is to automate the circular, repetitive process of staging Ny using data from deployment documents and Nringing together automa2 tion tools (rounded NoCes). The staging cycle for TPC2S is as follows (from the upper2left, counter2clocKwise): 1) Pevelopers provide design2level specifications of model and policy documents (as input to Cauldron) and a test plan (gTBL). 2) Cauldron creates a provisioning and deployment plan for the application. 3) Rulini generates staging plan from the input components referred to from gTBL (dashed arrows). 4) Peployment tools deploy the application, monitoring tools to the staging environment. 5) The staging is eCecuted. 6) Pata from monitoring tools is gathered for analysis. 7) After analysis, developers ad^ust deployment speci2 fications or possiNly even policies and repeat the process. new tags codifying the new domain2eCpertise are added to the specification document; then, g*LT is written to pattern2 match against the new tags to generate code in the proper tar2 get language. Because g*LT maKes use of gPath, it supports structure2shy operations on the specification tree; importantly, these additional tags do not NreaK program generation (or only reTuire minimal changes) for the original template code. This low Narrier to change encourages and supports language evo2 lution which is particularly valuaNle when developing a new domain specific language.
3ne of the Niggest advantages of the Clearwater approach is its aNility to support multiple implementation (or target) platforms and platforms that reTuire heterogeneous language output. As an eCample of heterogeneous target support, the Infopipe *tuN 8enerator supports simultaneous generation and source2level weaving of C and Cll. C and Cll each sup2 ported more than one communication liNrary with, again, the aNility to generate to multiple communication layers during a single invocation. The ACCT generator, which is re2used as a component in Rulini, supports <ava source code and *mart2 Frog specifications for *martFrog deployment.
Furthermore, g*LTUs support for on2demand parsing of gRL documents allows auCiliary specifications to Ne con2 sulted easily during the code generation process [6] . As our staging generator evolves, this will allow storage of conver2 sion information as gRL documents. For instance, one docu2 ment might descriNe which production machines hosting data2 Nases should Ne mapped onto machines availaNle for staging. In this instance, an IT department or facility might define a single such document thus avoiding the need to include it with each Rulini invocation while also avoiding the direct inclu2 sion mutaNle data within the generator or generator templates.
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:%"( B(2(*!30%2 02 C/>020 As mentioned earlier, the staging phase for an application reTuires three separate steps: design, deployment, and eCecu2 tion. Again, reTuirements for automated design are fulfilled Ny kuartermaster/Cauldron and deployment is fulfilled Ny ACCT. RuliniUs design wraps the third step, eCecution, with deploy2 ment to provide an automated approach to staging.
Rulini has four distinct phases of code generation: specifi2 cation integration, code generation, code weaving, and output. In the current, early version, these stages are at varying levels of feature2completeness. Because of this, we will descriNe all features to Ne included in near term releases, and then at the end of this section we will Nriefly descriNe our current imple2 mentation status. Figure 2 illustrates the generator and rela2 tionships Netween its components. The design of these com2 ponents will Ne descriNed in the remainder of this section.
In specification integration, Rulini accepts as input an gRL document that contains the Nasic descriptors of the stag2 ing parameters. This step allows Rulini to maKe policy2level ad^ustments to specifications Nefore their processing Ny policy driven tools such as ACCTl*. The document, gTBL, contains three types of information: the target staging environment de2 ployment information to which should Ne re2mapped, a refer2 ence to a deployment document containing process dependen2 cies, and references to performance policy documents containing performance goals.
Rulini integrates these three documents into a single gTBLl document. gTBLl is organi_ed with the same struc2 ture as the gTBL, Nut leverages gRLUs eCtensiNility to in2 clude the deployment information and performance reTuire2 ments information. The weaving process for these documents: 1.! Load, then perform gRL parsing, and construct a P3R tree of the gTBL document. This Necomes the core for a new gTBLl document. 2.! Retrieve all references to deployment documents (gR3F documents) from the gTBL document. There may Ne more than one deployment document since deployment of re2 source monitors may Ne specified separately from deploy2 ment of application components. 3.! Load any referenced deployment documents and incorpo2 rate their code onto the gTBLl document. At this point, the deployment directives are re2targeted to the staging environment from the deployment environment, (,6,, ma2 chine names and QRLs must Ne remapped. In the gTBL document, each deployaNle unit is descriNed with an gR3F fragment; each of the targeted deployment hard2 ware is also descriNed with an gR3F fragment. 4.! Load the performance reTuirements documents. Rulini maps each performance reTuirement mapped onto its cor2 responding gR3F deployment component(s). This yields an integrated gTBLl specification. Figure 12 of AppendiC B illustrates the three source documents and the woven gTBLl result.
!"#$re *) The grey NoC outlines components of the Rulini code generator. Initial input is an gTBL document. The gTBL is augmented to create an gTBLl document used Ny the two generators and the source weaver. The *pecification weaver creates the gTBLl Ny retrieving references to the per2 formance reTuirements and the gR3F files and then weaving those files.
Following the specification weaving, Rulini generates various types of source code from the gTBLl specification. To do so, it uses two sets of code generators. The first of these code generators is the ACCT generator which has Neen used to generate *martFrog deployments of applications [2] . To en2 hance fleCiNility, we eCtended ACCT to support script2Nased deployments and so refer to it here as ACCTl*. ACCTl* accepts the gTBLl, eCtracts relevant deployment information, generates the deployment scripts, and writes them into files.
The second code generator creates staging2phase applica2 tion code, which for TPC2S is <ava servlet code, shell scripts for eCecuting monitoring tools, and Makefiles. The TPC2S code includes test clients that generate synthetic worKloads, application servlets, and any other server2side code which may Ne instrumented. If source code is availaNle, it can Ne added to RuliniUs generation capaNilities easily. Se provide a descrip2 tion of the process to import a TPC2S servlet into Rulini for instrumentation later in this section. Rulini, in this phase, also generates a master script encapsulating the entire staging eCe2 cution step, compilation, deployment of Ninaries and data files, and eCecution commands, which allows the staging to Ne eCe2 cuted Ny a single command.
Se mentioned that staging may reTuire the generation of instrumentation for the application and system Neing tested. Rulini can generate this instrumentation: it can either generate tools that are eCternal to and monitor each process through at the system level ((,6,, through the LinuC /proc file system), or it may generate new source code in the application directly.
The source weaver stage of Rulini accomplishes the direct instrumentation of source code Ny weaving in new <ava code that performs fine grain instrumentation on the Nase code. The Nase code may Ne either generic staging code generated from the specification inputs, or it may Ne application2specific code that has Neen g*LT2encapsulated for Rulini weaving. To achieve source weaving, we use an gRL2weaving approach similar to that of the Agpect weaver [8] . This weaving method consists of three ma^or parts: inserting gRL semantic tags on the template code, using g*LT to identify these tags and insert new code, and adding instructions to the specification that direct which aspects are to Ne woven into the generated code.
Practically, of course, this means that the application code must Ne included in the generation stream. Fortunately, the use of gRL enaNles this to Ne done Tuite easily. *ource code can Ne directly dropped into g*LT documents and escaping can Ne automatically added for gRL characters with special meaning, such as ampersand and mnU. At aspect weaving time, this code can Ne directed to Ne emitted, and semantic tags enaNle the weaver to augment or parameteri_e the application code.
As mentioned earlier, the instrumentation code may derive from *LAs that govern the service eCpectations of the de2 ployed application. These service level documents contain several parts. First, they name the parties participating in the *LA as well as its dates of enforcement. Then, they provide a series of service level oN^ectives (*L3Us). Each *L3 defines a metric to Ne monitored, location at which it is to Ne measured, conditions for monitoring (start and stop), and any suNcompo2 nents that comprise that metric. For instance, the \Respon2 seTime] metric comprises response time measurements for each type of interaction in the TPC2S application.
At this time, most of the Rulini functionality has Neen im2 plemented. This includes generation of scripts, modification of ACCT into ACCTl*, source2level weaving, and the crea2 tion of instrumentation aspects for monitoring applications. *pecification weaving of gTBL, a SeN *ervice Ranagement Language (S*RL) document of performance policies and an gR3F document is currently partially implemented.
Oear2term plans are to add to Rulini code to generate scripts that collect data from monitoring tools. This data will then Ne automatically placed in files and data analy_ers gener2 ated. The analy_ers will provide automatic assessment of whether the performance policies (and Ny eCtension the *LAs) have Neen met as well as how the system responds to chang2 ing worKloads. Also, we will eCtend specification weaving to allow multiple performance policy and deployment documents.
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+, +99>0&!30%2 5&(2!*0%D @E:FG As an early eCperiment, we have chosen a well Known ap2 plication, the TPC2S NenchmarK, a transactional weN e2 commerce NenchmarK from the Transaction Processing Per2 formance Council h TPC, as an eCemplar for our automated staging approach. As mentioned Nefore, we use TPC2S as an illustrative mission2critical enterprise application, not for per2 formance comparison of different platforms. Se include a short summary of the application to maKe the paper self2 contained.
The TPC2S NooKstore application was conceived Ny the TPC to emulate the significant features present in e2commerce applications [3] [11] . TPC2S is intended to evaluate simulta2 neously a vendorUs pacKaged hardware and software solution h a complete, e2commerce system. Oormally, NenchmarKs provide a preliminary estimate for vendors to compare system performance, Nut the TPC2S application also suggests meas2 uring the resource utili_ation of suNcomponents of the system under test, a concept which matches our goals in staging to uncover system Nehavior.
The TPC2S application comprises two halves, as seen in Figure 3 : the worKload, which is generated Ny emulating users, and the system2under2test (*QT), which is the hardware and !"#$re +) TPC2S application diagram. Emulated Nrowsers (EBUs) communi2 cate via the networK with the weN server and application server tier. The ap2 plication servers in turn are NacKed up Ny a dataNase system. This is a simpli2 fied diagram, and commercial implementations for NenchmarK reporting may contain several machines in each tier of the system under test as well as com2 pleC caching arrangements. application software Neing tested. 3ur system re2uses and eC2 tends the software provided as part of the PLARR NenchmarK [12] and studies of performance NottlenecKs and tuning in e2 commerce systems [1] [13] . For the system we test, we employ a comNined <ava weN/application server, using Apache Tom2 cat, and a dataNase server, in this case Ry*kL.
In the TPC2S scenario, customersU navigation of the weN pages of an online NooKstore is simulated Ny remote emulated Nrowsers (EBUs). Each emulated Nrowser Negins at the NooK2 storeUs home page where it \thinKs] for a random time interval after which the EB randomly chooses a linK to follow. These linK choices are from a transition taNle in which each entry represents the proNaNility 9 of following a linK or going offline. The specification provides three different models (that is, three different transition taNles) each of which emulates a different prevailing customer Nehavior.
For the application, there are two primary metrics of con2 cern: reTuests served per second, which is application throughput; and response time, which is the elapsed time from ^ust Nefore suNmitting a QRL 8ET reTuest to the system until after receiving the last Nyte of return data. The result of a TPC2S run is a measure called SIP* h SeN Interactions per *econd. There are several interaction types, each correspond2 ing to a type of weN page. For instance, a \Best *eller] inter2 action is any one of several linKs from the home page that leads to a Nest seller list such as Nest sellers overall, Nest sell2 ing Niographies, or the Nest selling novels. 3ne test parameter is to select the numNer of concurrent clients (numNer of EBUs). earying the numNer of concurrent clients is the primary way of ad^usting the numNer of weN in2 teractions per second suNmitted to the system. The most influ2 ential parameter is the numNer of items in the electronic NooK2 store offered for sale. This particular variation is also called the 4&!>( of the eCperiment and may Ne 1000, 10,000, or 100,000 items. *ince many of the weN pages are generated views of items from the dataNase, normal Nrowsing Nehavior can, eCcluding caching, slow the performance of the site. As an application parameter, scale level has the greatest impact on the performance of the system under test [11] .
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Se chose TPC2S v1.8 due to its widespread use in re2 search and the availaNility of a reference implementation over the newer 2.0 NenchmarK which has yet to Ne fully ratified Ny TPC. 3ur evaluations utili_ed only the \shopping] Nrowsing model. This model represents the middle ground in terms of interaction miC when compared to the \order] and \Nrowsing] models.
The implementation of the TPC2S NooKstore is as <ava servlets using the Apache pro^ectUs <aKarta Tomcat 4.1 frame2 worK, communicating with a NacKend Ry*kL 4.0 dataNase Noth running on LinuC machines using a 2.42series Kernel. For all our evaluations, the dataNase, servlets, and images are hosted on local drives as opposed to an OF* or storage2server approach. As in other TPC2S studies, to speed performance additional indeCes are defined on data fields that participate in multiple Tueries. Connection pooling allows re2use of data2 Nase connections Netween the application server and dataNase.
Puring our testing, we employ two classes of hardware. Low2end machines, \L,] are dual2processor P2III 800 RL_ with 512 RB of memory, and we assign them an approCimate value of o500 Nased on straight2line depreciation from a \new] price of o2000 four years ago. Ligh2end, \L,] ma2 chines are dual 2.88L_ geon Nlade servers with hyperthread2 ing enaNled and 48B of RAR, and we have assigned them an approCimate value of o3500 each Nased on current replace2 ment cost. Assigning cost values to each server is a conven2 ient proCy for the cost of a deployment configuration. For instance, we can assign a \2L/L] configuration of two high2 end servers and one low2end server an approCimate value of 2 p o3500 l o500 or o7500.
:, +/3%1!30& 53!6026 )%* @E:FG The first step in preparing TPC2S for automatic staging is to create the clients and select service2side tools for monitor2 ing resource usage. Se wrote new clients and then encapsu2 lated them in g*LT templates to support generation of them Ny Rulini and therefore parameteri_ation through TBL. Se then created the deployment documents and TBL specification that descriNe TPC2S staging.
Se created a R3F file containing the CIR description of the hardware and software needed to support the TPC2S ap2 plication. 3nce given the R3F description, Cauldron uses the R3F to map the software onto hardware and produce a worK2 flow for deployment of the applications. This R3F file is translated into an gRL document using a R3F2to2gRL compiler resulting in gR3F as descriNed in [2] .
OeCt, we created the *LAs for the TPC2S performance re2 Tuirements. Shile future incarnations of Rulini will rely on documents "(*07(" from the *LAs, we currently re2use the *LAs as a convenient specification format, S*RL, for encod2 ing performance reTuirements pertaining Noth to customer performance data and to prescriNe metrics for monitoring as performance policies pertaining only to the system under test. There are 14 types of customer interaction in the TPC2S ap2 plication. Each of these interactions has its own performance goal to Ne met which is detailed in TaNle 2 of AppendiC A. For instance, to meet the *LA for search performance, b0i of search reTuests must complete the downloading of search re2 sults and associated images in 3 seconds.
Finally, the third specification document is the TBL speci2 fication of the staging process. TBL is directly convertiNle Ny hand to gTBL, an gRL Nased format, suited as input for Ru2 lini. TBL includes information that relates the staging test to performance guarantees and the specific deployment worK2 flow. ECample eCcerpts from each of the three specifications documents can Ne seen in Figure 12 of AppendiC B.
I,
=7(*$(!" ;7!>/!30%2 3ur first evaluation is designed to show that there is rea2 sonaNle overhead when eCecuting staging tests that are gener2 ated. This is important Necause too high overhead could re2 duce the relevance of staging results. To evaluate the generated NenchmarK, we run the original reference imple2 mentation (non2Rulini generated) first to provide a Naseline for performance. *ince we can not glean an accurate under2 standing of overhead when the system runs at capacity, we use much lower numNers of concurrent users. These two tests, shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , are eCecuted first on low2end hardware with 40 concurrent users and then on the high2end hardware with 100 concurrent users. Se use sar and top to gather performance data during the eCecution of the applica2 tion of Noth the Rulini generated variant and the reference implementation. From this evaluative test, we see that the Ru2 lini generated code imposes very little performance overhead in terms of resource usage or response time on application servers or dataNase servers in Noth the L/L and L/L cases. Lowever, our target performance level for the TPC2S ap2 plication is 150 concurrent users. *ince we have now estaN2 lished that the generative techniTues employed impose little overhead (n5i), we proceed to measurements Nased on the applicationUs formal design parameters.
;, @/2026 @E:FGD C/>020 02 J4( Se generate Rulini variants of TPC2S to illustrate the util2 ity of generated staging as compared to an \out2of2the2NoC] TPC2S. In fact, we wrap the performance monitoring tools of the primary eCperiment for re2use in our generated scenarios. This way, they can Necome part of the automatic deployment of the TPC2S staging test. Se also Negin recording average Tuery times for the Nest seller Tuery. Being one of the more compleC Tueries, it was shown in our initial test also to Ne longer running than most of the other Tueries.
Srapping the performance tools we use for monitoring per2 formance is reasonaNly straightforward for a Clearwater2style generator. First, we construct command2line scripts that eCe2 cute the tools and then wrap these scripts in g*LT. This proc2 ess that consists of adding file naming information and escap2 ing special characters; we add these g*LT templates to the main Nody of generator code. 3nce this is completed, we can easily parameteri_e the templates Ny replacing teCt in the scripts with g*LT statements that retrieve the relevant infor2 mation from the gTBLl document.
Se perform this same techniTue to escalate dataNase servlet code into the generator templates for direct instrumentation of their source. This is followed Ny adding an gRL marKer to denote a ^oinpoint in the code around the dataNase Tuery eCe2 cution that we wish to monitor. Se write an g*LT aspect template with gPath that selects the marKer and inserts timing code that implements measurement of the Tuery.
3nce aspect writing and template eCtension is complete, we can Negin eCecuting our application staging and tuning eC2 periments. Figure 6 shows the level of ko* satisfaction as specified Ny *LAs. Rost of the high2end configurations per2 form well, while the low2end configurations have some proN2 lems. The raw data for this graph is availaNle in TaNle 2 and TaNle 3 in AppendiC A.
Se focus on the Best*eller transaction to illustrate the dif2 ferences among the configurations. To eCplain the differences in performance shown in Figure  7 , we studied the response time and throughput of the configu2 rations via the direct instrumentation of the dataNase servlet. The average response time is shown in Figure 8 , where we see a clear NottlenecK for L/L configuration. In addition, we meas2 ured the response time of a critical component of Best*eller interaction, the Best*eller dataNase Tuery. Figure 8 shows that the response time of the Best*eller transaction is almost en2 tirely due to the Best*eller PataNase kuery, demonstrating the dataNase to Ne the NottlenecK. This finding is confirmed Ny Figure b , which shows a marKed increase in SIP* throughput when the dataNase is moved to more powerful (and more eC2 pensive) hardware.
To migrate to more powerful hardware, we simply re2 mapped the deployment to a high2end machine and re2 deployed the staging and monitoring code automatically.
From this data, we can oNserve that average response time of the Tuery from the servlet to the dataNase remains fairly long, indicating that even though the application server on low2end hardware is strained in terms of memory usage, the dataNase remains the NottlenecK even in cases of high2end hardware. Fortunately, Ry*kL allows dataNase replication out2of2the2NoC. Shile this does not allow all dataNase interac2 tions to Ne distriNuted, it does allow \select] Tueries to Ne dis2 triNuted Netween two machines, and these Tueries constitute the NulK of the TPC2S application. A straightforward re2write of the dataNase connection code eCpands TPC2S to taKe into account multiple dataNases in the application servlet; this is followed Ny adding and modifying deployment to recogni_e the replicated dataNase server. Qsing this method to allow the 2L/L and 2L/L cases, we were aNle to create a system within our performance specification. To understand the operating differences Netween deployments, it is instructive to eCamine the resource utili_ation reported Ny our monitoring tools.
First, for the dataNase server we note that while it uses only aNout 60i of the CPQ, the 4?43(1 memory utili_ation consis2 tently gets close to 100i due to filesystem caching as shown in Figure 10 . This was ascertained Ny generating a script that measured actual process memory usage and comparing this data with the overall system memory usage reported Ny the Kernel. As the daemon process for the servlets remained con2 stant in si_e, it was apparent that application activity was eC2 erting pressure through the operating systemUs management of memory. The memory and CPQ utili_ation of the dataNase server is plotted Nelow in, showing the memory NottlenecK in addition to the CPQ NottlenecK of the dataNase server in the L/L configuration. Oote that we have included the approCi2 mate asset cost for each deployment Se record resource usage for the application server, too, in Figure 11 again including approCimate asset cost for the de2 ployments. The figure shows consistent CPQ and memory utili_ations for high2end and low2end configurations. At around 20i CPQ utili_ation and 15i memory utili_ation, our results indicate the low2end hardware is a viaNle application server choice for the target worKload of 150 concurrent users, since the high2end configuration uses less than 5i of CPQ resources with very little memory pressure (evidenced Ny sys2 tem memory utili_ation Neing Nelow 80i, a numNer which in our eCperience is not atypical for a LinuC system under only light load).
At this point, our automated generation has allowed rapid testing that Negins to provide enough information on which system administrators may Nase deployment decisions. Refer2 ring NacK to the previous two figures, the TPC2S \application provider] now has a clearer picture of the cost of deploying his service; while technically two configurations do meet the *LAs, we note that there is a choice for the final configuration. The administrator can either choose Netween a deployment at lower cost (2L/L) with less growth possiNility, higher cost with ample resource overhead (2L/L), or reTuest another round of staging (automatically) to find a Netter miC of the three machines that fulfill the *LAs.
eI.! RELATEP S3Rq 3ther pro^ects address the monitoring of running applica2 tions. For instance, PuNusman, *chmid, and qroeger instru2 ment CIR2specified enterprise <ava Neans using the <Rg frameworK [16] . Their instrumentation then provides feedNacK during the eCecution of the application for comparing run2time application performance to the *LA guarantees. In the ElNa pro^ect, our primary concern is the process, staging, and fol2 low2on data analysis that allows the application provider to confirm '()%*( "(9>%?1(23 that the application will fulfill *LAs. Furthermore, this automated staging process allows the application provider to eCplore the performance space and resource usage of the application on availaNle hardware.
*everal other papers have eCamined the performance char2 acteristics and attempted to characteri_e the NottlenecKs of the TPC2S application. These studies generally focused on the effects of tuning various parameters [11] , or on the NottlenecK detection process itself [13] [15] . The paper taKes TPC2S, not as the NenchmarK, however, Nut as a representative application that allows us to illustrate the advantages of tuning applica2 tions through an automated process with feedNacK. The Ac2 tiveLarmony pro^ect also addressed the automated tuning of TPC2S as an eCample cluster2Nased weN application [14] . Shile tuning is an important part of ElNa, the ElNa pro^ect stresses automation including design and deployment to the staging area Ny reusing top2level design documents.
Finally, there are also pro^ects such as *oftArch/RTE and Argo/RTE that automatically NenchmarK various pieces of software [17] [18] . 3ur emphasis, however, is that this Nench2 marKing information can Ne derived from deployment docu2 ments, specifically the *LAs, and then other deployment documents can Ne used to automate the test and staging proc2 ess to reduce the overhead of staging applications.
eII.! C3OCLQ*I3O AOP FQTQRE S3Rq
The ElNa pro^ect is our vision for automating the staging and testing process for enterprise applications. This paper pre2 sents the initial efforts of the ElNa pro^ect in developing the Rulini code generation tool for staging. These efforts concen2 trate on mapping high2level staging descriptions to low2level staging eCperiments, dependency analysis to ensure proper component composition, and creating roNust, adaptaNle de2 signs for applications. Qltimately, long term efforts in ElNa will Ne directed at closing the feedNacK loop from design to staging where Knowledge from staging results can Ne utili_ed at the design level to create successively Netter designs.
The early results for Rulini reported here have shown promise in several areas. First, they show that RuliniUs gen2 erative and language2Nased techniTue can successfully Nuild on eCisting design (Cauldron) and deployment (ACCT) tools for staging. *econd, our eCperiences show that automatic de2 ployment during the staging process is feasiNle, and further2 more, that instrumentation of application code is feasiNle when using a Clearwater2Nased generator.
3ngoing research is addressing Tuestions raised Ny our eC2 periences and the limitations of the initial efforts. For eCample, we are eCploring the translation of *LAs into performance policies, which are translated into monitoring parameters to validate staging results. Another important Tuestion is the eCtension of TBL to support new applications. A related issue is the separation of application2dependent Knowledge from application2independent aNstractions in TBL and Rulini. A third Tuestion is the migration of staging tools and parameter settings (e.g., monitoring) to production use, so proNlems can 
